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ABSTRACT:  

 

Synthetic media Deepfake Attacks turn out to be one of the biggest issues in society these days. 

Everything that appears on social media is a sensation in this generation. Never trust your eyes 

blindly; they may appear to be realistic, but they are not. It is the time to flip the coin to the other 

side and understand. There might be a simple video released on social media of some famous 

celebrity or any other popular person saying something. But what if that person in the video is 

not actually him? This is called as Image tampering attacks or deepfakes. And it is the most 

widely happening technique now-a-days in order to spread negative information to misguide 

millions of people by simply releasing a forged video into the media. It is a media which can 

create fake information by replacing their faces and their speech. It can cause huge damage to the 

affected person’s name and fame. This Deepfake Attacks are increasing two times for every six 

months. It can make anyone say anything at any place. Therefore, as the impact of creating 

tampered attacks is increasing widely, it also needs best technologies for its detection and hope 

for its prevention as well in future.  

  

Keywords: Deepfake Video Detection, Synthetic media, Artificial Intelligence, Long Short-term 

Memory (LSTM), CNN, Res NeXt  

  

1. INTRODUCTION:  

 

"Synthetic media Deepfake video Detection using Res NeXt& LSTM” is the concept of 

detecting videos that are fake which are indistinguishable from the original ones. This is a 

technology which is utilized in the wrong hands to circulate misinformation. The invention of 

this kind of content has triggered several social consequences which is targeted upon notorious 

and influential people. This detection can be done by using several techniques and algorithms by 

using Deep learning and python. There should be a better approach for identifying these 
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deepfake attacks, and this can be done by one of the most effective techniques called 

convolutional neural network. This Synthetic media Deepfake video detection provides its result 

as the identification of the difference between the tampered or fake video and the real one's by 

using neural networks and Res Next CNN in deep learning. Detection of such attacks requires a 

better solution to avoid the major spread of unauthorized information to the public. Hence to stop  

 

this flow of negative spread in society we need the most appropriate solution for detecting the 

deepfake attacks all over the world.  

 

 
  

Now-a-days the increasing usage of the smartphones and the availability of excellent net 

connection throughout the global has extended the ever-growing reach of social media and 

content sharing has been made common and by the introduction of sharing virtual videos easier 

than ever before. In this age of technology it has created new challenges. The deep generative 

adversarial AI generated models were used to create "Deepfake," which can control video and 

audio samples. In particular, they could foresee deep fakes being exploited by purveyors of “fake 

news”. Anyone with access to this technology – from state-sanctioned propagandists to trolls – 
would be able to skew information, manipulate beliefs, and in so doing, push ideologically 

opposed online communities deeper into their own subjective realities. These type of forms of 

the DeepFake can be terrible, and lead to threating to anyone, deceptive of common people 

which maybe deceptive to naked eye. To overcome this kind of situations, Synthetic media 

detection is very crucial in this transformative era. So, in order to overcome this situation we  
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describe a unique deep learning-based technique/methodology that can be efficiently able to 

distinguish between AI-generated films/videos from the actual footage. It is critical to improve 

technology that can detect these kind of synthetic media so that they can be identified and 

prevented from spreading over the internet.  

The Deepfake Detector is used for detecting the AI-Synthetic media. It is crucial to analyze and 

study how the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)  works generates the Tampered 

images/videos. While GAN takes a video and an image of a the original  person as the input 

format and produces formatted  layout video with the targeted  person’s face where it has been 

replaced with the fake/unoriginal person’s face. These Deep adversarial neural networks trained 

on face photos and original person’s videos in order to provide the backbone for the Synthetic 

media, where it can automatically transforms into the unoriginal face with the generated facial 

emotions to the original face. The output videos can be make it look like an  high level of 

realistic facial features have been generated.  

  

2. RELATED WORK:  

 

Huy H [11] (et.al): has developed CAPSULE-FORENSICS: USING CAPSULE NETWORKS 

TO DETECT FORGED IMAGES AND VIDEOS  here with the usage of the capsule networks 

are used to detect the tampered (or) manipulated images and video files that has been AI 

generated it can be used to detect these kind of forgeries of facial features. As they have been 

generated in different kinds of scenarios and need of detection in these attacked situations is 

vital. 

However this algorithm is very slow and has not been tested on large datasets such as ImageNet 

 

Ming-ChingChang [10] (et.al): has proposed Exposing AI Created Fake Videos through 

Detecting Eye Blinking describes a different kind of approach to detection of the synthetic media 

that has been generated by the usage of the different kinds of deep neural networks to propose 

their method. As in here the word blinking means that the motion of the eyelids.As we know that 

a normal healthy human can blink each blink in  2-10  where as the general blink count can be 

taken as for 0.1-1.4 seconds. Therefore, the shortage of  eye blinking is shows that it could be a 

possible AI generated synthetic video.as their method only considers the eye blinking there are 

certain other main facial parameters that need to be considered in order to detect the synthetic 

media. 

K. Zhu [7] (et.al): has described Deepfake Detection with Clustering-based Embedding 

Regularization by a unique approach for deepfake detection. By the usage of the open-source 

algorithms are used to simulate the process of generating artifacts during the deepfake generation 
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technique the usage of simple image processing operations on a picture, and make it as a 

generated example. Such as The Meso4 algorithm, FWA algorithm, EVA algorithm, multi-task  

 

algorithm, Xception algorithm are used to compare with start-of-art. By training the Xception 

network for classification, the usage of positive samples, negative samples, and generated 

samples as input samples. The class range is set to three throughout the training process and in 

the testing process, the generated samples also are classified as negative samples to enhance the 

classification effect. At the same time, a regularization loss 6 is introduced all through the 

training process to ensure the inter-class distance and intraclass smoothness of the embedded 

space. Experimental effects on UAV, Celeb-Deepfake,andDeepfake Detection datasets exhibit 

the effectiveness of the techniques in deepfake detection  

  

Lingzhi Li [8] (et.al): has proposed Face X-ray for more general face detection By proposing a 

unique methodology by gathering records from the face forgery evidence data records, face X-

ray datasets as by the  based on  observation that shows that the most of the new facial tampering 

techniques has  a common blending of the facial feature steps, and there exists the most of the 

intrnsic manipulations of the image spots throughout the blending boundary, where it has been 

neglected many of the brand-new techniques introduced by the deepfakedetectors.By the usage 

of more general facial forgery detector with the usage of the unique techniques yet simple with 

the Face X-ray it can be used to training does not includes any kinds of fake pictures to generate 

the face detector. But for this techniques it has some certain limitations. Therefore, while a 

picture is completely synthetic, it is practically possible that this technique may or may not work 

correctly. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM:  

 

The proposed system is built by using ResNext CNN and LSTM. Initially, the dataset is loaded 

to drive which can be easily mounted from googlecolab. The videos are divided into frames by 

using Open CV and each frame is cropped to the face and all the unrequired background is 

eliminated. Each preprocessed video (face cropped) contains first 150 frames as threshold value. 

Among those preprocessed videos we divide 80% for training and 20% for testing. The video 

names and labels are loaded from the given metadata. We have imported face recognition library 

which is used to identify the face from digital images or from a video frame. And Res Next for  

feature extraction, and also by the usage of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) in order to 

perform the sequence processing. We have used Open source computer vision (Open CV) for 

image processing and Pytorch for efficient image and video transformation in deep learning. 

Using googlecolab, an online platform to easily import required libraries and for execution. The 

prediction part requires LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) for sequence processing and 

ResNext Convolutional Neural Networks for feature extraction. It identifies the facial landmarks 

and compares the pixel values and calculates the accuracy. Based on the accuracy it predicts 

whether the video is real or fake.  

  

  

4. MODULES:  

 

In order to develop the proposed System, we need these certain steps to perform the synthetic 

media detection:  

 

1) Dataset - Data selection & Data loading  

  

2) Data Pre-processing 

 

3) Feature Extraction  

 

4) Sequence Processing   

 

1) Dataset - Data selection & Data loading: 

 

Data selection & Data loading is the produre of choosing  datasets which are used to train the 

Res NeXt model in order to predict the accuracy of the data we can choose from the different 

kinds of datasets such as the deep fake detection challenge dataset, Face forensics ++ dataset, or  
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celebdeepfake dataset is known as data selection. The dataset is put onto the drive and mounted 

to the Google colab file in this projec is known as the Data loading.  

 

2) Data Pre-processing: 

 

Data Pre-processing is the technique which can be used to extract the efficient data from the raw 

(or) unnecessary data to get the exact and efficient data. In this process by splitting the input 

video data into the seperate fames with the usage of the facial recognition. With the usage face 

recognition only the face part will be cropped and converted into new dataset.As the length of 

the footage is taken minimum count of 150 frames otherwise the video will be removed from the 

preprocessed data. In here for the sake of the experimentation we only take short videos with the 

mean fram rate of 300 frames average as we propose these first 100 to train the Res NeXt model  

 

3) Feature Extraction:  

 

For the purpose of Feature Extraction we propose using the Res Next CNN classifier model for 

extracting features from the frames and able to  recognizing the frame level characteristics of the 

facial features. In addition to the process we'll continue the procedure by adding some of the 

other required layers to the network and then by setting the exact reliable learning rate to get the 

constant gradient descent so the prediction properly converged. 

   

4) Sequence Processing: 

 

 Sequence Processing is done by assuming a model with  2-node neural network which can be 

used for the sequencing the frames that has been split to predict the result from the input video 

frames Res NeXt  feature parameters of input frames as output with the sequence processing. In 

here we use the Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM) 2048 unit in order to solve the recursive 

analysis of the model it has 0.4 chance to work with it. As the LSTM can be used to analysis of 

the frames in the sequential order. 

  

Prediction:  

 

Prediction of the input data can be done while a new input video is uploaded into the trained 

model to get the results for the prediction. While the  new input video is likewise will be 

preprocessed to carry withinside the layout of  the trained model. The video footage is which has 

been splitted into frames are analyzed through the face recognition after the face cropping and it  
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will be stored into the local storage and the frames will be uploaded into the model for the 

detection to predict whether the input video is real or fake. 

 

  

 

Fig.1  Training Workflow 
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Fig.2 Prediction Workflow 

 

4. RESULTS:  
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Division of frames for each video:  

 

 
 

The above output is the division of frames for each video.   

  

 

 

Detection of  train& test videos:  

 

 
 

 

The above output is detection of real/ fake while training and testing the preprocessed face 

cropped dataset.  
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Final prediction:  

 

The following output is predicted as real video having its confidence of prediction as 96.66 

percent.  

  

Output 1: - 

  

 
 

The above output video is predicted as a real video. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Output 2: -  
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The following output is predicted as real video having its confidence of prediction as 85.043 

percent.  

 

 
 

The above output video is predicted as a real video. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Output 3: -  
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The following output is predicted as real video having its confidence of prediction as 89.72 

percent.  

 
 

The above output video is predicted as a fake video. 

  

5. CONCLUSION  

 

Detection of Deepfake attacks is one of the most required solutions to avoid the spread of fake 

news to the public. This reduces the trust of the people and causes several issues in society. We 

have used the detection model which can detect fake videos with higher accuracy out of several 

models present. As there are multiple issues happening in the society which is concentrated upon 

the targeted people, this technology of detecting them plays a key role in handling the fake news. 

Therefore, an accurate detection of Deepfake attacks can reduce the spread of falsified 

information and help the victims easily to get out of the problem in the future.  
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